Objective: To evaluate the risk of neoadjuvant chemotherapy for surgical morbidity after mastectomy with or without reconstruction using 1:1 matching. Background: Postoperative surgical complications remain a potentially preventable event for breast cancer patients undergoing mastectomy. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy is among variables identified as contributory to risk, but it has not been rigorously evaluated as a principal causal influence. Methods: Data from American College of Surgeons National Surgical Quality Improvement Program (2006)(2007)(2008)(2009)(2010)(2011)(2012) were used to identify females with invasive breast cancer undergoing planned mastectomy. Surgical cases categorized as clean and undergoing no secondary procedures unrelated to mastectomy were included. A 1:1 matched propensity analysis was performed using neoadjuvant chemotherapy within 30 days of surgery as treatment. A total of 12 preoperative variables were used with additional procedure matching: bilateral mastectomy, nodal surgery, tissue, and/or implant. Outcomes examined were 4 wound occurrences, sepsis, and unplanned return to the operating room. Results: We identified 31,130 patient procedures with 2488 (7.5%) receiving chemotherapy. We matched 2411 cases, with probability of treatment being 0.005 to 0.470 in both cohorts. Superficial wound complication was the most common wound event, 2.24% in neoadjuvant-treated versus 2.45% in those that were not (P ¼ 0.627). The rate of return to the operating room was 5.7% in the neoadjuvant group versus 5.2% in those that were not (P ¼ 0.445). The rate of sepsis was 0.37% in the neoadjuvant group versus 0.46% in those that were not (P ¼ 0.654). Conclusions: This large, matched cohort study, controlled for preoperative risk factors and most importantly for the surgical procedure performed, demonstrates that breast cancer patients receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy have no increased risk for surgical morbidity.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
1. Compare and evaluate propensity scoring analysis with matching in the evaluation of neoadjuvant chemotherapy within 30 days of mastectomy for invasive breast cancer and its effect on surgical postoperative complications, specifically wound occurrences, sepsis, and unplanned return to the operating room 2. Summarize the indications and advantages of neoadjuvant chemotherapy in invasive breast cancer. 3. Identify various risk factors for surgical postoperative complications which can be incorporated into the model for analysis using propensity scoring with matching. The two main objectives of breast cancer surgery are to stage the cancer and to provide local control. Crucial surgical considerations in achieving these objectives include type of surgery, timing, risks, and prevention of complications. As both medical and surgical treatment of breast cancer has evolved over the past few decades, therapeutic options have greatly expanded. One such example is the increased use of chemotherapy given before surgery, termed neoadjuvant chemotherapy. 1, 2 Although the hope that neoadjuvant chemotherapy would improve survival compared with adjuvant chemotherapy has not been realized in all situations, it is clear that neoadjuvant chemotherapy significantly improves the ability to perform breast-conserving surgery (BCS) in borderline resectable cases and is absolutely indicated for inflammatory and many unresectable breast cancers. 3 -10 Furthermore, it has recently been shown that survival is worse in some types of breast cancer, notably estrogen receptor/progesterone receptor /human epidermal growth factor receptor-negative tumors, if initiation of adjuvant chemotherapy is delayed, making neoadjuvant therapy more appropriate in these cases. 11 Finally, a favorable response to systemic chemotherapy, especially in patients obtaining a pathologic complete response, is a valuable prognostic marker and has led to the further use of neoadjuvant chemotherapy, initially in clinical trials and currently as standard of care. [12] [13] [14] The effect of neoadjuvant chemotherapy on infection and other postoperative complications after breast surgery is not welldefined. Even without considering the use of neoadjuvant chemotherapy, complication rates are variable. For example, a 2012 meta-analysis found rates of surgical site infection (SSI) after any type of breast surgery ranging between 1% and 30%, with the wide range dependent on variables such as the definition of SSI, type of surgery, and perioperative therapy. 15 There is a low likelihood that a randomized controlled trial (RCT) will be undertaken to define the true added risk for surgical morbidity or specifically delineate the postoperative complications related to neoadjuvant chemotherapy in breast cancer patients. However, outcomes research is increasingly seen as confirmation of the end results of health treatments and services. We therefore undertook an observational cohort study of data from the American College of Surgeons National Surgical Quality Improvement Program (ACS-NSQIP). The goal was to determine whether neoadjuvant chemotherapy affects the risk of wound occurrences (including SSIs), sepsis, or an unplanned return to the operating room, in matched cohorts of women who had a mastectomy for invasive breast cancer. Unlike other studies, we included only women who had undergone mastectomy for invasive cancer and employed propensity score matching analysis rather than regression methods.
METHODS
The ACS-NSQIP is a national outcome-based and riskadjusted program. 16 There are 135 variables collected, including preoperative risk factors, intraoperative variables, and postoperative morbidity and mortality up to 30 days. A full description of ACS-NSQIP is available online. 17 The NSQIP partner members can request patient user files (PUF) that include data from all participating centers. Approval was obtained from the Institutional Review Board (#51559).
Study Population
The ACS-NSQIP database was used to identify elective mastectomy with or without nodal procedures and with or without immediate breast reconstruction, using the Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) codes ( Supplementary Table A , http://links.lww.com/SLA/B28) and included data from years 2006 to 2012. Inclusion criteria consisted of the following: female sex; clean surgical wound class; International Disease Classification, 9th Revision diagnosis of invasive breast neoplasm (174.0-174. 9, 196.3, 198.2, 198 .81, 238.3, 239.3, V10.3), coded or as a discharge diagnosis related to the postoperative diagnosis.
Exclusions were carried out in stepwise fashion, consisting of the following criteria: preoperative diagnosis of sepsis or wound infection; pneumonia or wound infection present at time of surgery; disseminated cancer; presence of central nervous system tumors; or those undergoing a procedure unrelated to the mastectomy, nodal, or reconstructive operation at the time of surgery; and those cases in which any of the examined variables were not recorded (NULL) ( Fig. 1 ). Three data values were edited or deleted: age listed as 90þ in NSQIP was considered age of 90; hospital lengths of stay !365 were deleted (assuming code error); and women >50 years were considered not to be pregnant where the pregnancy variable was NULL.
A total of 56,483 patients were initially identified via CPT codes. Of these, 33,130 patients met inclusion criteria (Fig. 1 ). The majority of exclusions were for diagnoses other than invasive breast neoplasm [eg, ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS)] and those cases for which the chemotherapy variable was not collected. A large number of excluded cases were for surgical wound classification as other than clean. After these exclusions, an additional 699 cases were excluded when an unrelated surgical procedure was performed, ranging from gynecologic to orthopedic. After accounting for exclusions (n ¼ 23,353), a total of 2488 patients (7.51% of the data set) received neoadjuvant chemotherapy and 30,642 patients did not.
For purposes of this analysis, we considered the NSQIP chemotherapy variable equal to neoadjuvant chemotherapy as defined within the user guide (dated October 2013) ( Supplementary  Table B , http://links.lww.com/SLA/B28). The database collects information regarding the principal or index operative procedure, and additionally identifies up to 10 ''other'' procedures and up to 10 ''concurrent'' procedures.
Covariates
We included NSQIP demographic and clinical variables (n ¼ 12) for evaluating the risk: age; body mass index (BMI); race; surgery year; type of diabetes (insulin/noninsulin); steroids; dialysis; presence of renal failure; history of transfusion; smoking; preoperative radiation therapy; and pregnancy. 39 Surgical procedural variables included American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) status score and surgery types using CPT codes. The surgery types were further grouped as unilateral or bilateral mastectomy; inclusive of a nodal procedure (sentinel and/or axillary node dissection); and inclusion of an immediate reconstruction (implant and/or tissue) procedure. All variables were selected before any analysis of data.
Measured Outcomes
The first outcome is described as a wound occurrence or complication ( Supplementary Table B , http://links.lww.com/SLA/ B28), using the 4 possible NSQIP wound variables, including superficial SSI; deep incisional SSI; organ space SSI; and wound disruption. These NSQIP definitions are a modification of the centers for disease control and prevention definitions. 18 The 2 other outcomes examined were as follows: sepsis and unplanned reoperation ( Supplementary Table B , http://links.lww.com/SLA/B28).
Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to characterize demographic and clinical characteristics. Categorical variables are presented by frequencies and proportions, and were compared using the chi-square or Fisher exact test, as appropriate; or using Wilcoxon rank-sum test for ordered categories such as ASA score. Normally distributed continuous variables are expressed as the mean [AEstandard deviation (SD)] and were compared using Student t test. Continuous variables that do not follow normal distributions are expressed as the median 
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Since neoadjuvant chemotherapy was not assigned at random, baseline characteristics may have differed among the 2 treatment groups (those receiving chemotherapy vs those not receiving chemotherapy). To account for these differences in baseline characteristics, we first derived propensity scores using a logistic regression model. Propensity score matching is a commonly used method aimed to find a control with similar characteristics to a case, so that any subsequent method to find treatment effect will not be biased toward any treatment option, although the treatment itself may be dependent on the specific patient. Propensity score matching reduces bias caused by imbalanced covariates, such as patient characteristics. 19, 20 After cases were matched 1:1 without replacement using caliper restriction (estimated logits) to the nearest neighbor, the primary outcomes were then regressed on an indicator variable denoting chemotherapy treatment status in a second logistic regression model.
The effect of neoadjuvant chemotherapy as compared with no neoadjuvant chemotherapy was determined using the estimated regression coefficient from the fitted model and is expressed as the odds ratio (OR, or adjusted OR) and the corresponding 95% confidence limits (95% CL). Statistical significance was set at P < 0.05, 
RESULTS
The mean age of all patients considered for inclusion in the study population was 58.6 years (median 58, range 18-90). The distribution of demographics (according to NSQIP definition of race) for this set of patients included the following: white (74.6%), followed by 10.2% Black or African American. An additional 9.2% had an unknown designation of race, and the remainder were American Indian or Alaskan Native (0.7%); Asian Pacific Islander or Native Hawaiian (4.2%); or Hispanic (1%).
Matching Variables
Prior propensity matching, we evaluated the data according to patient characteristics and surgical procedures performed. Table 1 details this unmatched study population. In this population, the majority of covariates were found to be statistically different. There were no cases in the neoadjuvant chemotherapy group that had renal failure; therefore this variable was dropped from the matching analysis.
Of the 2488 cases that received neoadjuvant chemotherapy, matches were obtained for 2411 patients, for a matching rate of 96.9%. The distributions of propensity scores in the 2 matched groups were almost the same, implying the matching process was successful ( Fig. 2) . Table 2 details the propensity-matched data. In this population, all covariates were similar, with P values >0.6. Standardized differences were used to assess the pre and postmatching balance of covariates, with a standardized difference of less than 0.0001 to indicate successful balance between groups (Supplementary Table C , http://links.lww.com/SLA/B28).
In the unmatched cohort (Table 1) , there was a statistical difference between groups based on unilateral or bilateral mastectomy, which balanced to 28% bilateral mastectomy after matching ( Table 2 ). The surgical procedural variables were further broken into 8 case combinations for procedures in addition to mastectomy, including nodal procedures (sentinel and axillary lymph node dissection) and reconstruction (use of implant and/or tissue). These combinations allowed patients to be closely matched based on the entire operative procedure performed. In the matched cohort (Table 2) , over 75% of patients in both groups underwent a nodal procedure, and at least 38% of patients underwent reconstructive procedure with an implant or tissue. The largest subset of patients in the matched cohort involved patients who underwent a mastectomy with a nodal procedure (43.3%) followed by nodal procedure and implant use (22.75%).
Outcomes Results
The primary study outcomes are detailed in Table 3 . The rate of superficial incisional SSI was the most common wound occurrence. Those that received neoadjuvant chemotherapy had no increased risk for superficial SSI, with an adjusted OR of 0.912 (95% CL 0.627, 1.325) when compared with those that did not. There was similarly no increased risk between groups for deep incisional SSI, adjusted OR of 1.073 (95% CL 0.517, 2.229); organ space SSI, adjusted OR of 0.600 (95% CL 0.218, 1.654); or wound disruption, adjusted OR of 1.630 (95% CL 0.674, 3.939). There was no difference in the risk for a sepsis occurrence in those receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy compared with those that did not, with an adjusted OR of 0.817 (95% CL 0.338, 1.976). Lastly, there was no difference in the risk for returning to the OR for those receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy compared with those that did not, with an adjusted OR of 1.102 (95% CL 0.859, 1.414). The distribution for the 2 outcomes with the highest rates is described according to selected reconstruction procedures ( Supplementary Table D , http://links.lww.com/SLA/B28). Table 4 also lists other NSQIP outcome variables by treatment. Although we report that there were no statistical differences, the infrequency of events limits the power and may not prevent a type I error. The median (IQR) total hospital length of stay in days was 1.0 (1.0, 2.0) versus 1.0 (1.0, 2.0) (P ¼ 0.284). Table 5 details preoperative laboratory values for the matched cohort. Values for white blood count and platelets are detailed as continuous variables and further broken into categories for abnormally low, normal, and abnormally high. Reference ranges were obtained from Harrison Principles of Internal Medicine (2012). 21 Laboratory values in patients receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy were consistent with treatment effect, including lower hematocrit and lower white count and platelet counts. Albumin, creatinine, and blood urea nitrogen were statistically lower in chemotherapy-treated patients, and serum glutamic-oxaloacetic transaminase and alkaline phosphatase were statistically higher in treated patients, although the clinical relevance of these differences is considered trivial.
DISCUSSION
In this 7-year review of NSQIP data in women with invasive breast cancer undergoing mastectomy, with or without nodal Surgical Outcomes in Neoadjuvant Therapy procedure and/or reconstruction, patients treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy within 30 days of surgery showed no increased risk for postoperative surgical wound complications, sepsis, or unplanned return to surgery. Using propensity score matching 1:1, in a population that was designed to minimize variance and reduce the selection bias, the results are relevant to a cross-section of patients. The modern era of surgery has focused on prevention of postoperative complications, in particular, prevention of infection, because the consequences associated with infection can be profound. Much of the surgical literature is concerned with examining the risk factors associated with this type of morbidity, in the hope that early identification of risk can allow for adaptive or modifications in care. Sustaining any complication, particularly those related to infection, is especially significant in breast cancer patients because it may lead to a delay of adjuvant medical or radiation therapy. In breast cancer surgery, extensive research has been done examining possible risk factors other than neoadjuvant chemotherapy, including obesity, diabetes, smoking, transfusions, mastectomy, operative time, and previous chest irradiation. 15, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] Offering neoadjuvant chemotherapy to selected patients with invasive breast cancer has become more common and now is often an important component of initial management. 10, [31] [32] [33] [34] In 2012, an International Consensus Conference documented that neoadjuvant chemotherapy could generally be considered for every patient who is a candidate for adjuvant chemotherapy, and also for those patients who desire BCS, but are less than optimal candidates, and patients with inflammatory or inoperable breast cancer. 35 In 2015, the American Society of Breast Surgeons published practice guidelines for neoadjuvant chemotherapy, noting that this treatment option is an important initial strategy for the management of invasive breast cancer and provides critical information for resectability and surgical management. 36 Despite the increased number of patients receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy, optimal timing of surgery after neoadjuvant chemotherapy is not well-defined. Classically, 3 to 6 weeks has been suggested to allow normalization of laboratory values, to permit the patient to regain general well-being, and to allow the patient to recover from the effects of chemotherapy to safely undergo the procedure. However, multiple previous studies have suggested a range of intervals between neoadjuvant chemotherapy and surgery, from 7 days to as long as 4 to 8 weeks when reconstruction is planned. 31, 32, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] Overall, the time from the end of neoadjuvant chemotherapy to definitive surgical care is most likely a patient-dependent determination, including immunologic and hematologic variables combined with judgment regarding the level of surgical resection and potential reconstruction. In this study, the exact timing of surgery after neoadjuvant chemotherapy is not known due to database limitations. However, the fact that surgery may have been performed earlier than the aforementioned wait times strengthens the finding that neoadjuvant chemotherapy does not increase risk.
A review of the literature examining the relationship of neoadjuvant chemotherapy to surgical morbidity includes 3 recent papers that used NSQIP datasets. In 2012, Decker et al 29 examined the risk of postoperative wound complications in patients who underwent lumpectomy or mastectomy with or without reconstruction. Using NSQIP data from 2005 to 2010, and including patients with both invasive cancer and DCIS cancer within their dataset, 4.5% received neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Univariate analysis showed neoadjuvant chemotherapy patients had a higher rate of wound dehiscence (P ¼ 0.009), but multivariable analysis using an outcome that included all wound complications into a single variable revealed that neoadjuvant chemotherapy was not a risk (P ¼ 0.9). They did, however, report a trend in neoadjuvant-treated patients having wound complications in the mastectomy with immediate reconstruction group (P ¼ 0.06).
In 2013, Fisher et al 24 examined risk factors for surgical morbidity in immediate breast reconstruction cases to create a tool designed to predict risk for 5 variables: prosthetic or flap loss; unplanned return to the operating room; deep wound infection; superficial SSI; and wound dehiscence. These 5 complications were categorized as ''none versus 1 or more.'' Their NSQIP analysis 27 in 2014, reported on short-term morbidity in patients undergoing mastectomy with or without breast reconstruction. Surgical site morbidity variable was defined as any of the following 5 events: superficial and/or deep SSI; organ space SSI; wound dehiscence; prosthesis or flap failure. A second variable defined as systemic morbidity included 16 possible variables. Review of NSQIP data from 2005 through 2011 found a neoadjuvant chemotherapy rate of 4.74% in a population not limited to those with a breast cancer diagnosis. Using model-wise multivariable logistic regression, they compared neoadjuvant chemotherapy to no neoadjuvant chemotherapy for each surgical procedure and found that neoadjuvant chemotherapy use was independently associated with a lower overall surgical site morbidity in the group undergoing mastectomy without reconstruction. They also found that the odds of systemic morbidity was decreased in the majority of surgical populations receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy. This result for neoadjuvant therapy being protective for morbidity had the authors calling for further investigation.
Although these prior studies use similar ACS-NSQIP datasets, the methods for analysis and results reported here differ in several major ways. First, we selected only patients with a discharge diagnosis of malignant breast neoplasm, who would be eligible for receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Second, the data we examined were through 2012, and reflected a much higher overall rate of neoadjuvant chemotherapy use at 7.51%, versus 4.35% to 4.74%. Third, a temporal relationship to treatment types was maintained by controlling for the year of surgery and radiotherapy. Fourth, by using propensity matching, proven preoperative risks such as age, ASA score, obesity, and smoking, as well as the surgical procedure performed were taken into account. Finally, the outcome variables we employed were independent of each other and not combined into large groupings. The data also showed that the preoperative laboratory values were consistent with recent chemotherapy, and the lower white count in patients receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy would ordinarily be expected to contribute to a higher rate of wound infections or sepsis. In comparison to the other studies, one of which reported a trend for higher risk for wound infection and another that reported neoadjuvant chemotherapy as protective, this analysis leaves little doubt as to the results and relationship for neoadjuvant chemotherapy, and risk for surgical morbidity for women who have breast cancer and undertake a significant surgical procedure.
As noted earlier, it is unlikely that a RCT examining the effect of neoadjuvant chemotherapy on surgical morbidity will be done. If a RCT study that examined examined the effect of neoadjuvant chemotherapy on surgical morbidity was performed, the type of chemotherapy and surgical procedures would have to be specified, and patients with various morbidities would likely be excluded. This is often the criticism of a RCT, for which the inclusion criteria are too limiting to be representative of the general population. Propensity analysis, and particularly matching, allows for a wide range of covariates to be considered within the analysis and also allows inclusion of a diverse population, permitting the results to be generalized to a wider population.
There are significant strengths to this observational cohort study, including the use of the ACS-NSQIP dataset which includes a large heterogeneous population pool resembling the general trends of care and coincident outcomes that has been tested and cited in numerous analyses. Additionally, propensity matching, with variables chosen before analysis, provides the ability to control for numerous confounding conditions, and also frequently cited social variables such as age and race. We matched 97% of neoadjuvant chemotherapy cases to others within the same time period matching on the year of surgery. Matching the type of surgical procedures, such as bilateral mastectomy or extensive reconstructive surgery, also indirectly controls for operative time and time in the hospital. Propensity allows inclusion of multiple variables, unlike multivariate regression that is statistically limited to a ratio of outcome events. Further, this analysis included a careful selection process that excluded cases that underwent concurrent gastrointestinal, vascular, orthopaedic, and gynecological procedures unrelated to the planned mastectomy. Conversely, the limitations of our study are also those inherent to examining data from any large database. The data collected within ACS-NSQIP does not include the type of neoadjuvant chemotherapy or the duration of treatment; rather it is a temporal relationship, denoting that the treatment was received within 30 days before surgery. Employing a 30-day timeframe to database variables and research study outcomes (morbidity or mortality) is common throughout the literature, as an accepted standard. Answering whether neoadjuvant chemotherapy is the principal causal agent for morbidity, for a patient that ends treatment 29 days before surgery as compared with a patient who ends treatment 1 day before surgery, is an unknown. Although the later value used in 2011 and 2012 of 90 days as the definition for receipt of chemotherapy is broad, it likely allowed capture of the majority of patients. The fact that we controlled for the year of surgical treatment would take this definition change into account. As the NSQIP data are geared to surgical outcomes, the use of neoadjuvant chemotherapy is a binary variable that is used for predicting and determining risk for postoperative events rather than as a treatment variable. Lastly, recording the variable for preoperative chemotherapy treatment became optional in 2011, making the rate of neoadjuvant chemotherapy use seem to decline rather than increase. Statistical limitations include issues related to selection bias and unmeasured covariates in propensity analysis and other methods using propensity analysis that may or may not have been preferential for examining large populations.
As the surgical procedures offered to breast cancer patients have evolved, the literature concerning complications and outcomes is an increasingly important source of information for patients, hospitals, and payers alike. [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] To assure the best outcomes when considering procedures such as immediate breast reconstruction, or additional surgery such as prophylactic mastectomy, it is crucial to understand the factors that may influence complication rates. [48] [49] [50] Planning and timing surgery after neoadjuvant therapy is one of the important elements for consideration.
In conclusion, with the advent and access to pooled and vetted data into large datasets, the field of outcomes research with its use of sophisticated statistical modeling has helped address particular health outcomes to both general and specific populations. This large and well-controlled study of breast cancer patients permits surgeons to counsel their patients that neoadjuvant chemotherapy poses no additional risk for surgical morbidity when mastectomy with or without reconstruction is planned.
